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Dr. Gillian Lancaster  
**Editor-in-Chief**  
Pilot and Feasibility Studies  
c/o BioMed Central  
236 Gray's Inn Road  
London WC1X 8HB  
United Kingdom

**RE:** “Not just another walking program”: Everyday Activity Supports You (EASY) Model – A randomized pilot study for a parallel randomized controlled trial

Dear Dr. Lancaster,

Thank you for the review of our manuscript. The comments and suggestions have significantly strengthened our work. Please find enclosed our revised paper; as requested, we changed the title to better reflect the work that we completed. The title is: “Not just another walking program”: Everyday Activity Supports You (EASY) Model – A *randomized pilot study for a parallel randomized controlled trial*.

We appreciate your consideration of our manuscript in Pilot and Feasibility Studies and look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Maureen Ashe PhD, PT